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About This Game

Conquer assassins and alien invaders in Superlative London! Defend Earth and negotiate interplanetary peace as you race to
rescue Queen Victoria in this thrilling sequel to The Superlatives: Aetherfall.

The Superlatives: Shattered Worlds is a 218,000-word interactive novel by Alice Ripley. It's entirely text-based, without graphics
or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You are the Arbiter, a planet-hopping operative assigned to stabilize a peace summit between Mars, Venus, and Earth. But when
Queen Victoria is targeted for assassination, you must find her killer, unmask the Mysterious Officer he serves, and stop an

otherworldly invasion before it's too late! Armed with powerful aetheric artifacts and your own wit and skill, you'll fight
alongside your allies to unravel the mystery of this new threat, defend your home planet, and face a final foe both strange and

strangely familiar.

Your employers, the shadowy body known as the Divergent Conclave, are dedicated to maintaining peace between the planets.
Impress the Conclave and its members might help you protect Earth—or recruit you to serve their personal agendas. Will you
manipulate them to gain their support? If the peace summit falters, will you placate the parties, or choose a faction? How will
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you stop the impending invasion? And who will you romance?

What started as a job of politics and diplomacy could end in murderous chaos. Face aliens, automata, and whole new worlds on
a quest to save the solar system!

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, or aromantic

 Import a Superlative character from The Superlatives: Aetherfall, or create a new Arbiter character from scratch

 Wield your very own invisibility cloak

 Uncover a double agent within the Queen's Superlative Service

 Charm a menagerie of aliens, from multiform, jellyfish Jovians to miniature Mercurians to furry Saturnians

 Play as a battle-loving brawler or persuasive pacifist

 Romance a driven detective, stylish secret agent, or your violent Martian secretary

 Solve murders, negotiate with pirates, and uncover interplanetary conspiracies

 Cultivate your reputation among cats...or is it just one cat?
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If you liked XCom you will like this. The gameplay is very simple to learn and the tutorial is well done. There are numerous
characters to use and you can switch between any three in-between every mission. There are lots of upgrades as well and thank
god they aren't pay to win upgrades. You earn in-game coins and spend them on upgrades. I really enjoy the graphics for this
type of game as well. Not too realistic but not too cartoony either.

 If you are a fan of turn-based strategy games then there really is not any reason not to buy this game especially considering it is
so cheap. I have not put much time into this game but I can say from the short ammount I have played I really enjoyed. I plan on
putting many hours into this as I am sure many of you will.

-Casey. WMR USERS!
There is a beta branch to op into that allows for thumbstick movement soo major thumbs up for that.

I can see this game becoming a huge part of esports if the devs keep adding more maps\/courses whatever you want to call them.

Your objective is to beat the other player to the other side, sounds simple rite? Wrong. You can not just run straight to the other
side.

On each course there is something like 4,5, or 6 stages i don't remember exactly. In each stage you have to complete an
objective while shooting and blowing up things that are trying to kill you. During these stages there are also obstacles to
overcome that are quite difficult until you die a bunch of time and get the hang of it.

The final stage is a boss fight each very unique and different from one another in the 2 courses i tried so far. Lots of fun and
also hard till you know what to do. During all this time your opponent (another player) is on the side of you running the same
exact course. You can see their progress just by looking at them.

There are different light and heavy weapons to unlock each with a secondary fire mode and gadgets also.

I ran into some performance issues so that can be improved upon.
I hope this game does not get abandoned because this has soooo much potential. There's a weird bug(?) where other farms in
multiplayer show the banana bunches it drops as candy as well, even when that person doesn't have the skin. But other than that
it looks dank.. THE SOUNDTRACK HAS A SIMPLE FIX:

Go into the steam music library and click the plus sign

Go into your Portal 2 steamapps folder and look for the soundtrack folder and select it for use as an album

And I found this out myself. If only you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s would put in two seconds of effort.. I Tottaly Recomend
this game to anyone who's from 90s and early 2000s it's a Old game with Old mechanics, that requires Skill and Teamwork, One
of the best FPS-Tactical Game i've played, same to Rogue Spear Series, if you don't like FPS-Tactical without cover a.k.a
"Rainbow Six Vegas 2" you might not like this, it's a VERY OLD GAME, and the Servers aren't dead, community still playing
and they are friendly, Adversal (PvP) or Cooperative (PvE/Co-Op) are FUN ever heared "The Art of 'Serious Fun'" this game
it's one of 'em, have fun if you buy it =)
P.S: Sorry for Bad writting it's Deslexia doesnt help.
-Ryan. This game lacks depth. Very little customization and extremely limited in almost every area that makes a CCG
worthwhile. I have yet to run into a battle that has present the least of what I could call a challenge much-a-less any threat of
actual defeat and the story looks like it was written by a highschool student in a introduction to computer programming course.
Bottomline this is just another game that is one notch above a basic flash game you can play online for free.. Take a look at
Biglands here http:\/\/youtu.be\/MuFEMWrCR0E. 1\/5

First and foremost I find the title of the game misleading. Just looking at the cover you would imagine the game follows some
character who lives a double life; one as a good citizen, the other a darker kind of villain. I was expecting something along the
lines of a Jekyll and Hyde game.
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Instead you play as two independent characters one an Irish rascal, the other a straight-laced English policeman. The game
doesn't involve any problem solving but more like going from one place to another clicking on different things, and figuring out
what to do next. The story is enjoyable whilst you're playing it, it unravells nicely and keeps you gripped.

Nothing however can really compensate for how poor the ending is. I'ts not simply that the ending is an unhappy one for both
protagonists but it renders the whole story pointless.

There is one stupid part where you have to steal the ledger from a shop associated with the villain. This involves:
1. Walking outside from the church
2. Walking outside the main gates
3. Walking from outside the main gates to outside the shop.
4. Click on the door.
And thats it. After you click on the door you're automatically sent back to the church after a brief monologue and tell you're
partner "Here you go, I've got the account book" (not the exact wording, but that's basically what happens). Stupid, utterly
stupid.

There are far better point and clicks out there. Find anohter.. Lazier physics\/engineering than the Challenger.
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Maggie's apartment is not just simply a point and click but more of an experience,fine art in the form of a game,and a mini
interactive movie with heavy cinematography elements all in one!

A carefully crafted masterpiece of a story that hides under cute and charming silly visual humour, symbolism,sexual innuendos.
only to trick you so that it can grab onto your chest and punch the wind out of you until you feel what it wants you to feel. This
is not your average point and click and is not afraid of going dark and realistic.

This game is not going to be your parent and safe guard you from serious adult themes, though at the same time it will also
present those dark themes in a humour filled way. The contrast of quirky cartoony character designs on a base of very realistic
mature story is what makes this whole game even more interesting look\/commentary into human behaviour especially the more
darker parts of it like emotional manipulation,obsession,emotional comforts, destructive fantasising, denial of reality.

This games ending left me speechless overly emotional and to the point of tears almost...
everything about this game is filled with the contrast of humour and melancholy which gives a bittersweet vibe from the mid
point up until the end.

Anatola Howard has truly made something special here and it really shows! it was worth every bit of the wait to experience such
a powerful moving story presented with such flare and charm. Definitly going in my top 10 favourite games list I enjoyed every
second of this and can't wait to see what Anatola makes next after this!. I had hopes for this game, but is unplayable, runs like
crap, look awfull, and its not really fun.. Duration: About 20 hours.

Good solid scenarios as you move through Sicily and towards Rome. The small variety of US tanks misses a little and I didn't
feel this DLC was as interesting as it could have been. Still solid, but not great.

7\/10. beware when sumireko calls it in. Check out the full review @ https:\/\/vivereport.com\/2016\/10\/17\/step-up-to-the-
plate-in-pitch-hit\/

"Pitch-Hit", developed by Viewer Ready. is a super straightforward baseball VR game which consists of 6 different game
modes:

Hoops
Catch
Ducks
Distance
Rampage
Space

All of which add up to make Pitch-Hit a fun baseball VR game that makes a great addition to any VR library and keeps you
swingin' for the fences.. The graphics are nice, however, the puzzles are either super simple, or I fail to grasp what is even
intended of me to solve.
The commentary however fails to captivate me entirely; bothering with questions and thoughts that are alien and
incomprehensible to me.

It's not worth cheating the puzzles, to me; I'll just stop playing.. If you're looking to play alone in an empty casino, this game is
for you! In all seriousness, Four Kings Casino is a interesting title that is very similar to the PS Home Casino. The developers
are really nice and interactive. Slot and table games are very fun and fast. Why am I not recommending this game then? Here's
why:

BJ and roulette completely lack excitement since the betting limit is under 0.5% of your start money. It's really hard to play
poker when there's barely anyone online to play with and when there is they won't want to play with you. There's a VIP area
which requires you to play approx. 30h\/month to gain and maintain your VIP membership unless if you pay for it.

This game needs a lot of work still before it's ready for a release. For now: DON'T BUY THIS GAME! Play at a real online
casino! Obviously the lack of players isn't the developers fault but there are many issues that they should fix.
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TL;DR: Nobody is online, betting limits are WAY TOO low. Don't buy this game unless you're dying for a casino game on
Steam.. Crashes WAAAAAAAAAAY too many Times- buggy and Glitchy.
 Not easy to set up the UI.
Great abilities in terms of editing , although hard to find interface- wise.
. Citalis is actually a rather simple minded city simulator once you get the hang of it. Watch your beauty, and lock your
reservoirs down around 95% and you should be good. Full review in the short, and informative, video below! Thank you for
your time.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pXNt1dKAYbU&feature=youtu.be. Raven
Shieldの続編だと思ってプレイすると期待はずれだけど、Takedownよりはずっと面白いよ！
Ubiがサポートを打ち切ったのでマルチプレイにはVPNが必須です。
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